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The secondary optimization problem in dynamic programming consists of finding the "best" order of variable elimination. This problem can be completely stated in terms of an "interaction graph" representing the variable interaction structure of the objective function.
In this paper, two general results about the variable elimination process are presented. The class of problems having a rectangular lattice as interaction graph is then considered in detail, and two particular variable elimination strategies are both proved
optimal. An application to picture processing by computer is finally shown. The same interaction graph, but with a different cost function, is also suitable for representing the topological structure of a (sparse) symmetric system of linear algebraic equations.
Here the problem is to find the order of Gaussian elimination of the variables yielding the minimal number of multiplications.
The results of this paper apply also partially to this type of variable elimination process.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamic programming [I] is a well-known optimization technique. It is efficient for objective functions of many variables which are sums of terms, each term depending from a few variables only. Dynamic programming was first introduced for simple serial problems. A"chain" of functional equations can be easily written, and solved with the so-called embedding technique. Here each stage of the solution algorithm corresponds to the optimization with respect to one variable, and all the stages are essentially of the same type.
However, a number of problems exists where the order of elimination of the variables is not obvious. In fact, different orders can lead to quite different computational costs of the solution. The problem of finding the best scheme is called secondary optimization problem (SOP). In general, the SOP itself can be solved with a dynamic programming algorithm [2] . Furthermore, many properties can be proved [3, 4] which allow one to reduce the combinatorics of the problem, and to find a solution in particular cases.
In this paper, some results are presented about the variable elimination process which allow easy computation of the new problem P obtained after the elimination of any set of variables (regardless of the order; see [2] ). Furthermore, it is possible to give lower bounds about the "complexity" of problem P. These properties allow one to solve the SOP for an interesting class of problems, namely, when the "interaction graph" of the variables is a rectangular lattice. A practical optimization problem of this type, occurring in picture processing by computer, is finally sketched.
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
A cost function f(~r, xs ,..., x,) consisting of a sum of terms must be minimized. An important tool for understanding the structure of the problem is the interaction graph G of function f. Vertices Vi of G are in one-to-one correspondence with variables xi (i = 1,. . . , n) off. An undirected arc between vertices V, and Vj of G characterizes the existence of at least one term off depending from both xi and xj . For instance, the interaction graph of f =f1h 9 x2 , x3) +fd% 9 x4 , x5) +f& 3 x4 ) x5) +f4(%) is shown in Fig. l(a) . v If we want to eliminate the variable x1 , the original problem P-1)
can be modified as follows: c = ,"ti; f3(% y x4 2 4 +fk4 + minf,(x, , x2 , x3) + f&, , x4 , x5) 8 0 Xl = ,"iZ f36% , x4 2 x5) + J-4(%) + f&2 , x3 , x4 , x5) Note that (BK x BK) (K = l,...,p) is a complete relation, namely, in G every hole is "substituted" with a complete subgraph. In our example, the graphs F and G' are shown in Fig. 2c and d .
Proof.
The reduced graph is unique [2] . Therefore a particular order of elimination of the variables can be devised, in which, if K < h, all the vertices of hole EK are eliminated before the vertices of hole Eh . Inside every hole EK , an order is chosen such that at any stage (except the first stage of the hole) the eliminated vertex belongs to the boundary of the present part of hole EK. We can now prove our result by induction: We assume (3.1) before the elimination of the h-th vertex V of the K-th hole, and we will prove that it holds also afterwards. In fact, if h = 1 the vertex l' to be eliminated is the first vertex of the K-th hole. Vertex V cannot belong to any boundary Bi (i = l,..., K -l), because EK and Ei are distinct connected components of n. Thus, according to (3.1), vertex V is connected exactly with the same vertices as in the initial graph G. Therefore V is substituted by a complete graph by definition, adding a new term to the summa in the right side of (3.1). If h # 1, V belongs by construction to the boundary B,' of the present part EK' of hole EK (EK' consists of the first h -1 vertices of EK , in the assumed elimination order). According to (3.1), V is connected with: (i) all the vertices not yet eliminated with which it was connected in G (let us call this set S); (ii) all the vertices E BK'. The elimination of V causes the connection with a complete set of arcs of the union set S u B,'. But this set is exactly the boundary Bg of the first h vertices of hole EK .
Q.E.D. Proof. (a) We first remark that the subgraph corresponding to Ej -Vik is not necessarily connected. Thus let Eji (i = I,..., q) be its connected components and let Bji be the corresponding boundaries. It is now easy to see that B, is the union of the boundaries Bji and of the set S of noneliminated vertices adjacent to Vi,, minus VZK . Furthermore, ViK belongs to all boundaries Bii (i = l,..., q) because hole Ej is connected. Therefore by Theorem 3.1, ViK is adjacent (before elimination) exactly to all the vertices E Bj" (i = I,..., q) and t o a 1 1 t he vertices E S, i.e. to all the vertices, E Bj .
(b) According to part (a), / B, / is the dimension of the last eliminated vertex ViK~ Ej , j = I,..., p. In fact, after erasing Vix , no vertex I/ E B, can be eliminated, because otherwise ViK would not be the last eliminated vertex E Ej as assumed.
Q.E.D.
THE RECTANGULAR

LATTICE
In this section, the secondary optimization problem for the interaction graph in Fig. 3 is considered. first row and the last row are said to be, respectively, the N-border and the S-border of the lattice. Analogously, the first column and the last column are the W-border and the E-border, respectively. A hole EK is said to touch a border, if at least one element of EK belongs to this border. Now we prove the following Lemmas. PYOO~. (a) Let us assume that the hole Eh does not touch the N-border and I < n. By definition, a hole is connected; therefore, there is a sequence of adjacent vertices of the graph, connecting V,,, with V,,, , such that every element of the sequence belongs to Eh (see Fig. 4a ).
Thej-th column (j = l,..., n) contains at least one element of this sequence, say V,,j , otherwise the sequence would not be connected. Now we move along thej-th column from the N-border toward V,,j until we find a vertex V,,j belonging to Eh . The precedent vertex Vs-I,i4 cannot belong to another hole E, , otherwise Eh and EI, would be connected. Thus it belongs to N -E, and it is an element of the boundary of E, , because it is adjacent to an element of Eh . Since eachj-th column (j = Z,..., n) contains at least one element of the boundary, its minimum cardinality is n -1 + 1 (see the crossed vertices in Fig. 4a ).
(b) Let us now assume that Eh does not touch the S-border too. The reasoning of part (a) can be repeated also for the S-border instead of the N-border. Therefore, if we move along the j-th column from the S-border toward V,,j , we find a distinct boundary vertex of Eh . Since each j-th column (j = I,..., n) contains at least two elements of the boundary, the minimum cardinality of it is 2(n -I+ 1) (see Fig. 4b ).
Let V,,$ (i = l,..., r, j = I,..., c) be a vertex; its distance from the N-border, E-border, S-border, or W-border is given by i -1, c -j, r -i, or j -1, respectively. 
If a hole E, touches only two contiguous borders and if E,
contains a vertex whose distances from these borders are n and m, then a lower bound to the cardinality C, of the boundary of E, is
Proof. Let us assume that Eh touches the N-border and the W-border only, and that the vertex I?,,,,,,, is an element of Eh (see Fig. 5 ). Lemma 4.1 applied twice proves that each i-th row (i = l,..., m + 1) and each j-th column (j = l,..., n + 1) contains at least one boundary element of E, and gives an effective procedure for finding these vertices. Therefore, if they are shown to be all distinct, the Lemma is proved. Let us consider the i-th row (1 < i < m + 1). According to Lemma 4.1, let Viej be the first boundary element of Eb, starting from the E-border. If j > n + 1, V,,$ cannot coincide with any other considered boundary vertex; so, let us assume j < 12 + 1 (see, for instance, VI,, in Fig. 5 ). Now we show that Vi,i is distinct from the boundary vertex V,,j (vertex V,,, in Before going on to the main theorem, we remark that a hole can grow in two distinct ways. The hole can grow with continuity, that is its cardinality increases by one whenever a vertex V of its boundary is eliminated. This is the case if V does not belong to the boundary of any other hole. On the contrary, if V belongs to the boundary of more than one hole, its elimination causes the merging of the holes.
NOW we can establish a lower bound for the dimension of the strategies for the rectangular lattice. From now on, we assume r < c. THEOREM 4.1. Given any strategy for the interaction graph of F;S. 3, its dimension is not less than r (r < c).
Proof.
When the last variable is eliminated, there is only one hole, whose cardinality is YC and which touches all the borders. Therefore, there is some stage at which a hole touching four borders is generated. According to the two ways in which a hole can grow, we distinguish two cases:
(a) At some stage, a hole EtL touching less than four borders yields a hole touching four borders, by growing with continuity.
(b) At some stage, a hole touching four borders is generated by the merging of some holes, each touching less than four borders.
In case (a) we show first that the hole E, touches three borders. In fact, there is only another possibility: that the hole touches two borders and that a vertex belonging to the other two borders is eliminated. Without lack of generality, let the hole touch only the E-border and the S-border and let the vertex V,,, be eliminated. But Vi,, is not a boundary vertex of E, , because V,,, is adjacent to V,,, (belonging to the N-border) and to I',,, (belonging to the W-border).
If hole E, touches three borders, it certainly has two elements belonging to two opposite borders and no element belonging to one of the other borders. Therefore, according to Lemma 4.la, a lower bound to the cardinality of hole Eh is either r -I + 1 = r or c -1 + 1 = c, in any case at least Y.
In case (b), we prove that at least one of the holes has a boundary cardinality 3 r. If any of them touches three borders or two opposite borders, the assertion is proved (using Lemma 4.la), as shown in the precedent case. Therefore, we assume that every hole touches either two contiguous borders or less than two borders. After the merging, the generated hole touches all the borders. Therefore, given any border, there is at least one hole which touches it.
Let V,,$ be the variable eliminated at this stage. Without lack of generality, we can assume (4.1) Since V,,j is on the boundary of all the holes to be merged, each of these holes contains at least one of the four vertices adjacent to Vi,j . In what follows, three cases are examined and the worst of these vertices is considered in each case: The lower bounds given by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 are then computed.
(bl) A merging hole Eh exists which touches the N-border (W-border) only.
(b2) A merging hole E, exists, which touches both the N-border and the W-border.
(b3) Two merging holes Eh and E, exist, such that EIL touches the Wand S-border, and E, touches the N-and E-border.
No other case exists, because the N-and W-border must be touched by some hole, and no hole can touch more than two borders.
In case (bl) (see Fig. 6a ), the worst adjacent vertex is V,-l,j (V,,j-l). By Whatever the value of term (j -i) we have max(s , tzd 3 y.
We have shown that, at some stage, there is a hole such that the cardinality of its boundary is not less than r. Therefore, according to Theorem 3.2b, Y is also a lower bound to the dimension of the strategy.
Now we show that some strategies can be devised, whose dimension is Y Vl FE-_________ ---1 (r < c). Therefore, according to Theorem 4.1, their dimension is minimal. A first strategy is to eliminate vertices "by columns" (see Fig. 7a ). In all the intermediate stages, according to Theorem 3.1, the vertex to be eliminated is connected with r -I boundary vertices and one nonboundary vertex. Thus, the dimension of the problem is Y. The stages corresponding to the first and last column have less dimension. Also the "diagonal" elimination (see Fig. 7b ) leads to the same dimension, for the same reason. An advantage of this second strategy is that the number of stages with dimension less than r is larger: in the case of the square r = c = n we have 2(n -1) stages of dimension n, instead of (n -1)2. algorithm is then used for determining the "best" processed figure. Here the secondary optimization problem is often relevant. For instance, a paper by one of the authors [8] is concerned with finding the "best" system of curves in a noisy picture. In this case, the interaction graph of the problem reflects the topological properties of the sought system of curves. In another paper into account the "regularity" of the smoothed image itself and its "fidelity" to the given image. Being images discretized and represented by rectangular matrices, this problem generates a rectangular lattice as interaction graph. The results of this paper are then applicable, and the "by columns" strategy is used in practice, combined with an approximation technique. Figure 8 shows an example of application of this method to fingerprint processing: Fig. 8a shows a given stylized fingerprint during an intermediate stage of the recognition process, and Fig. 8b represents its smoothed version.
